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Finally, we solve (4) by alternating minimizations of (5) with regard to the primal
variables
and , and a dual ascent step over the dual variable
(ADMM [3]).

Photometric stereo infers a surface geometry from images captured with a ﬁxed
camera, but varying lighting [1]. Slightly misaligned images result in blurry 3Dreconstructions (Fig. 1), and hallucinated geometry (Fig. 2). To prevent this, the image
sequence can be registered prior to 3D-reconstruction.
Even on quasi-planar scenes, registration remains arduous due to lighting variations,
which may induce cast-shadows or specularities. We propose an open-source [5] robust
aﬃne registration technique for images captured under unknown, varying lighting,
based on low-rank approximation and convex relaxation.

Empirical evaluation

Fig 2. Hallucinated geometry (bottom left) due to slightly misaligned images. Registration
enables the correct 3D reconstruction of the ﬂat book cover (bottom right).

Fig 1. Bayeux Tapestry 3D-reconstruction from unregistered (left) and registered (right) images.

Low-rank registration

Augmented Lagrangian framework
(a) Harvest, lowrr

Equation (1) is transformed into (2) to take sparse outliers into account.

Fig 4. Mean displacement error, in pixels, of every warp estimation for our approach
(lowrr) and the imregtform Matlab's algorithm, on the "Harvest" sequence of the
DiLiGenT dataset [4].
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Where

is a warp transformation of the data matrix

parameterized by

.

(b) Harvest, imregtform

Then the rank of A is relaxed to the nuclear norm (sum of singular values) and the
zero-norm is relaxed to the one-norm (sum of absolute values) in equation (3). When
W is the identity, it is the low-rank image correction technique advocated in [2].
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We rewrite (3) into the equivalent constrained problem (4).
(4)

And we consider the augmented Lagrangian associated with this constrained
optimization problem.
Fig 3. Singular values of the observation matrix for the data in Fig. 1.
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